
ZOOM INSTRUCTIONS & TIPS: 
  
Log in early and I will keep an eye out for your request to join the meeting, but if  it takes a few moments, 
don’t think things aren’t working. 

If  you have used Zoom before, please check to be sure you have the latest update. As of  this writing, Zoom 
5.3 is the most recent version and there are some changes that benefit our musical activities. 
  
The first thing to do when you are connected is to find your microphone and video on/off  buttons (fig. A). 
These are little icons along the edge of  your Zoom window (lower left on my laptop, but tablets may be dif-
ferent):  

 

If  there is a red line through either icon you will need to click on it to be heard or seen. Your device may ask 
you to grant permission to Zoom to use your microphone and/or camera. (See below for recommended 
audio settings *) You can still hear and see and hear the host without using your camera or mic. It is also 
possible to join the meeting by phone and use audio only.  

At the bottom of  your Zoom window there are functions for Participants, Chat, and Share Screen. We 
would like to see your participant name appear as you rather than “iPad” or your partner’s name if  it’s their 
account and not your own. Open the participant window which will appear to the right of  your screen (for 
tablets, you may need to swipe to see it). Scroll over your name and you’ll see a blue  More  button with a 
couple of  options, one of  which is to rename yourself  (fig. B). For the Chat function click the button at the 
bottom of  your screen and the white Chat window will open below the Participants’ window. At the very 
bottom you’ll see where to type messages (fig. C). 

 
Zoom Etiquette:  

Good etiquette for online gatherings calls for participants’ microphones be muted during the session and 
unmuted when questions or responses are invited. This minimizes noisy distractions coming from partici-
pants’ locations which can be very loud in our earphones or disrupt proceedings. The host can mute any and 
all participants. We will ask you to “unmute” yourself  when you’re settled and enter the meeting so we can 
all greet each other or for you to ask questions before we begin. To briefly unmute yourself  for comments, 
simply hold down the spacebar on your keyboard. 
  
Important notes: 

Your connection will work best when your device is as close as possible to your router. If  you have an eth-
ernet connection, it’s even better. Although you can use any device, you will be most comfortable using ei-
ther a laptop or a desktop computer rather than a tablet or phone. The larger the screen with the best reso-
lution, the better.  
  
We prefer that you use your video, and best to see you in a good light. Try to be sure you are lit with more 
than your device’s screen. Check the angle of  your camera so we can see from the waist up (or knees, if  you 
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will be standing), if  possible. If  the camera angle is looking up, often all we see is someone’s ceiling fan or 
light fixture. 
  
To choose your view option: Gallery, if  you want to see up to 25 of  us at the same time, or Speaker View 
to see a larger picture of  that person. We recommend that you choose Speaker View during the session to 
get visual cues from the conductor when playing. Find the option along the edge of  your device (on most 
desktop computers’ screens it’s the upper right corner). You may need to scroll over the options to see 
them, as they are hidden to reduce clutter on your screen. The same is true with any of  the setting options 
mentioned here. Note: “Full Screen” mode may prevent you from finding many options, so it’s best to exit 
full screen and stretch the corners of  your Zoom window instead.  
  
The conductor(s) will likely be sharing the screen with the orchestra so you can see the music scores for ref-
erence as we play, but you should definitely print your own parts to work from to avoid the risk of  missing 
page turns. And of  course, the screen may be too small for reading comfort.  
  

If  you should get lost in the music, just wait until we’ve finished the piece and we will go back to work on 
sections you or others would like to do again. The conductor will also call out occasional measure numbers. 
  
* Important Audio Settings (in Zoom 5.3): 

To optimize your audio experience, do this: beside the microphone icon is a menu accessed by the carat ^ 
symbol. Select Audio Settings at the bottom of  the menu. Click on the box beside “Suppress background 
noise” and select Low, then click on the blue word “Advanced” at the bottom of  the window (fig. D) to see 
the next window. In the advanced settings window, select “Agressive” in the Echo Cancellation drop-down 
menu. Check the boxes for “Show in-meeting option to ’Enable Original Sound’…” and “High Fidelity mu-
sic mode” (fig. E). Also see https://artshacker.com/better-music-experiences-come-to-zoom-with-high-fi-
delity-audio/ (those images may vary slightly from ones on your screen) 

Using “chat” function on Zoom:  
If  the directors decide to enable the chat it will be so that everyone can see all the messages. We will check 
the chat messages throughout the meeting to address questions between pieces. Please keep in mind that we 
are a large group and our meeting time is limited, so we’ll need to be as brief  as possible when answering. 

See you there!
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